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Abstract

In-all regulatory systems, requirements designed to control the re-
calcitrant tend to impose unreasonably costly and annoying restrictions on
the majority of.regulated organizations. In many health, safety and :

environmental regulatory prograis, this tendency has been exacerbatdi,by
' reforms intended to makd enforcement tougher and uncompromising; the 'result'.

has been resentment by regulated businesses agd-impairment of/regulators'
ability to secure cooperation, the sine ua non of true effectiveness.
Slmilar dynamics toward unreasonableness and sted effort have developed
in categorical grant programs designed to i rove education for disad-
vantaged children. Moreover, a flexible enforcement strategy, which
might reduce such problems, is inhibitedby the uncertainties and risks
of scandal faced by enforcement officials, and bylegal and administrative
attitudes that view rules and rights as impervious to arguments based
on compliance costs'and that regard non - uniform treatment as illegitimate.
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In recent years, educators have expressed dismay about the "legalization)'

of sfhool administration and of the educational process itself. Law and

education are seen as conflicting ideals. Of course, schools have, long been

subject to a dense web of legal controls, such as the state ,statutes that

dictate periods Of attendance, establish credentials and tenure rules for

teachers, and pres&ibe so me curricular elements, subh as mandatory American
t

hyetory courses. But such laws generally are legitimated '1)] tradition or

,consent; rarely do they lead to major disputes and almost never to lawsuits.

Today's "legalization" outcry relates to a more recent and controversial"out-

pouringof judicial rulings and statutes (federal as well as state-) that often

are experienced by local educators as excessive impositions on their discretion

-and authority.

These "intrusive". laws and judicial predecents are quite varied. Some a'e

direct restraints on the authority of school administrators, designed to ensure

their powers are used 'fairly. Thus students have been-accorded the right to due

process of law in aisciplinary matters,teachers have obtained new legal guarantees

against discriminatory treatment, and parents have been graded broader rights to

participate in or consent t decisions affecting their children. Nowadays,

therefore, a school administrator easily can become involved in a lawsuitor at

least feel compelled to consult-the school system's lawyer'sconterning a security
1

guards__,atttempt to search a student suspected of concealing drugs, a\princi-

palls suspension of a disruptive student, a teacher layoff plan that undercuts

affirmative action goals; or failure to consult parent advisOry committee on

certain issues.

1,1
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Other legal constraints concern edu ational quality. According

0
to one recent count, 33 Oates have ena ted laws establishing standards

/ .

for echLational achievement and competence. And between 1963 and 1974, state

legislatures passed 73 laws promoting accountability: 1 .' From

these laws stem thick books of regulations dictating the tests that local

schools must admirAster and' the certifications and reports they must file.

An even more pervasive source of legal. constraints--the source that

will be most central to this essay - -are thd numerous federal and state

statutes concerned with-social equality in the schools. These include

laws and categorical grant programs designed to induce Or compel local

districts to orovide a better education for racial minorities, the econo-

mically disadvantaged, nonEnglibh-speaking students, mentally and physically

handicapped students, as well as equality between the sexes in athletics,

curricular and extra-curricular offerings and facilities. Typically, these

laws, tt, imoose extensive reporting requirements in school districts and

demand regular student testing inrorder to ensure that, federal and state

funds are spent lawfully, fairly and effectively. Such provisions usually

-are enforced by federal or.state "auditore, and.in some cases; because they

are couched i0erws of substantive and procedural rights for members of the

beneficiary groups, they also can be enforced by private lawsuits.'

' Most critics of ulegaliz44ionu do not question the ends sought by

programs to benefit disadvantaged students. They complain of the pursuit of

thosetends through detailed mandatory regulation', bureaucratic monitoring

and litigation over legal rights. They claim that sQ400l admintrators and

teachers, anxious to avoid trouble with 'the lawu,-are forced to devote too
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,much dime to. fprmalistic comoliance, paperwork and ultimately meaningless .

legal procedures. .Priorities, it is said, are distorted. Money is wasted.

Fear of legal action engenders a cautious, legalistic attitude by educators

. that further drains the s c hools' already depleted reservoirs of trust and

authority. c.

One may be tempted to dismiss such complaints as self-serving rhetoric

by local nistrators who simply want to be let alone, or as an overreaction

to conflicts that inellitably accompany the first few years of any governmental

o , t

program that seeks far- reaching social and organizational change.. Labor

legislation initially fought tdoth and nail by employers in the 1930s,

fox.; example, gradually came to be accepted without engendering mach legal

conflict or complaint.
2
And after all, like lab r legislation, laws requiring

educational. programs for .the disadvant d are redistributive in effect.

'They require the redirection of a c ain amount of educational attention

,J and finanCial resources away fro the mass of middle class and upper-working

class students who tradition

(and whose p have be

as"

ly have*been at the center of educators' concern ,

the core of educators' political support).

Given such redistributive goals, detailed legal prescriptions and monitoring

clearly are needed, and a considerable amount of legal coercion should be

expected. Indeed, uotwi standing,complaints of ulegalizationl ft Is not

difficult to document a substantial incidence of legal noncompliance on the

part of local school districts, or instancer inadequate rather thairover-

aggressive enforcement. From this perspectivel, there is perhaps not enough

"legalization", and if enforcement entails costly or annoying adherance to

bureaucratic reports and legal Processes, that is'simply the small price"

that must be paid for effective and important social change. The problem,

in this view, is not in the laws and repp.ations but in the attitudes of

educators.



There is a good deal of power in thls,defense of Icalization.'

To think that redistributive measures could be accomplished without legal

rules and pressures, an the basis of exhortation and "trust" of local

lip

educators alone, surely is utopian. But it is also a mistake to dismiss
. 'I0

complainti about legalization as unfounded or ,unimportant. InStead, both,'
-

defenders and critics of legal controls in education xd.ght benefit from

recognizing "a recurrent paradox in the way legal control's tend to operate:

those who point to noncompliance and inadequacies in the legal control 'system

and otheis who point to overly-controlling legal rules both may be correct.

They simply are pointing to diOiterent slices of, reality. Among any popu-/N

lation of regulated individuals or'organizationS, there always will be some

. . 4 ,

"bad apples" who disregard or evade applicable social goals and legal norms;

with respect to these, the applicable rules and enforcement procedures will

Trot seem strict enough. But in the same population, there will be others--

"good apples" we might call them - -who, for reasons of belief or concern for

repttation or fear of legal "trouble ",, generally act in accordance with the
4

general thrust of the law, and yet who have entirely valid complaint's about,
.

% '

the way detailed regulations orsbroadly-stated legal rights (designed primarily

to cope with the bad apples) work out in their particularcase. Thus'customs

regulations and inspections maybe ilfficiently tough and thotough to deter

the most sophisticated smugglers and at the same time be infuriatingly

intrusive and time consuming in the eyes of ordinary travelers. Eyery legal

system must confroni-the problem of "unreasonableness" vis-a-vis the. "good.

apples" as well as the problem of "effectiveness" vis-a-vis the "bad apples",

1. k
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'for to disregard-the complaints 'of excessive legal control by the more

responsible citizens- -who usually comprise a majority pf the pcp)ulation

.

to be controlled lultimately may erode the legitimacy of the law itself.

This recurrent problem leads ,to fundamental qUestions of legal strategy,.

and indeed of legal philosophy, that are quite relevant to the issue of

"legalization!" in schools. Is the ex etience of excessive "leg'alization'

minevitable feature of the imposition f law era the attempt to make it

effective? Or is it, at least in part, product of a:Particular set' of legal
.

* / .

.

concepts and strategies that currently are prevalent? Is it possible to

implement a system of 14egalcontrols that would be more flexible,

that could- impose lesqer-c.onStraint\s on "good apples" than
.

.

,

0
bad apples", that would advance' the goals j of equity in. education and at the'

saline time minimize the constrsints, bard s and inefficiencies the regula-
.

tiyons impose on the majority of schools? The answers are by no means

readily available. As a matter.orabstract theory, it might seem possible

P -to enforce laws and regalltions flexibly and Selectively rather than uniformry

and legalistically, or to amend

unnecessary burdens they place

them 3,n .light of experience so aq'to eliminate

on some citizens or prganizations. But in

actuality, there are substantial political, bureaucAtic and jurisprudential'

obstacles to flexible, adaptation and enforcement of the law. For example,

can d 1 gal control system .t.tempt to tmpose greater restrictions on some

than on o ers without violating fundamental values of due process and equal

treatment- er the'law? Can it be done without creating an unreasonable rusk

of error (th is, of treating citizens as "good apples " when they intact\
,

it are not) -or of dulY eroding the deterrent effect of the law?
I
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This essay willAnot attempt to provide any definitive solutions to these

problems. Its more 'modest goal is to provide some insight into the causes_

and possible cures4t6r "legalization" in the educational context by comparing

the "regulation" of schools with the regulation of business enterprises,

a field'witha long and varied history and in. which problems of "over

regulation" have received a good deal of,attention. From such a comparative

perspective, the legalization of schools Will appear not as a unique but as a

generic phenomenon, the product of

enforced in a articular way. The

particular type of legal control structure,

cbmparison will be based on my recent study

(in Collaboration with Eugene Bardac) Ofiegulatory strategies'in'iile fields of

occupational safety, food and"drug ty, Pollution control, truck safety,
.

and other progrins of protective re ation.3 Thus the first half of this

essay Will (1) explain in some detail Why many well'- intentioned protective

regulatory programs produce "unreasonable" and-indeed counterproductive
A 1 ,

results in large numbers of individUalcases, (2) describe strategies of
,

.,

"flexible regulation" that tend to'cur8i ail regulatory unreasonableness,

and (3) disCubs obstacles to the implementation of flexible regulation.

I -

The second half of the essay will point out parellels between these aspects
1

i

of business regulation and the implementation of legal controls in public schools.

I $
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I. Regulating Business

The Rise of Legalistic'Regulation. The last fifteen years have seen a

change in tor enforcement style of many regulatory programs designed to

protect the health and dafety of consumers, workers and We general public,

Protective regulati:on is b no means a recent phenomenon. Starting in the

late? 19th Century, American legislatures establilhed safety regulations and

inspection programs for factories, mines, meat-packing plants, boilers, rail-
'

roads, shops, water supplies, dairies, and building construction. But

traditionally, the relevant regulations- and statutes were liberally laced

with words'sUch as "reasonable" and "to the extent possible," allowing

enforcement officials to adjust general standards to fit individual cases.
^1b

EnforcTent officials, moreover, relied heavily on persuasion, warnings, and

informal negotiation to prod violators toward compliance; they sought to avoid
,.

time-consuming formal citation 'and prosecution of 'violators in court, partly
e

---_,

because juatges tend to water ti-ckwn statutory s,anctionsi.anyway.. . t.
,

They espoused the goal,\pf co6peration rather -than legal coercion.
t

Similar patterns can be found in contemporary studies of regulatory enforcement

in GreatBritain and in Sweden. 4 -40

In the view of many observers, howeVer, the traditional enforcement

style--based on discretion; persuasion and conciliation rather than-the

rule of law--often wApite6- ef.---Determined and calcitrant regulated

enterprises could resist major change through drawn-out legal,conteitatiom/

Enforcement officials, it was charod, were .too few in number, often too

eager to avoid legal battles, and hence prone to negotiate compromises

that unduly sacrificed public'protection. Sometimes they were "captured" by

the regulated industry.
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In response, many s ty ,and environmental-Protection statutes

enacted4in the late 1960s d early 1510s, especially at the federal

level, were designed to promo a utougheru ement style. The

goal was to establish regulato systems based on deterrence rather than

1

conciliation and cooperation. Statutes and regulations were to be made

. more stringent and explicit. Strict rule and formal sanctions

weo replace negotiated settlements. R ation was to.be made more

legalistic, in the sense that the behavior of regulatory.officials and

regulated enterprises alike would be determined.by the standards stated'

in officially promulgated legal rules, and departures fromthpe strulards

would be swiftly penalized:

4114

So facilitate legalistic regulation,, many statutes articulated

regulatory goals in absolute terms, omitting such words as Hreasonable#

that invited judgment by regulators and hence would make them vulnerable

to the arguments and influence of regulated interests and their attorneys.

For,example, all strip-mined land, a 1977 federal law stated, must be
4

restored to its original contours; Congress deliberately rejected language

calling for restoration ttto the maximum extent feasible.H Thelederal *

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, the Clean Water Act (1972), and the

F'
Occupation al Safiety and)Health Act (1970), ostensibly precluded enforcement

officials from ',watering dawn!' regulatory objectives by taking economic

' considerations into account; the citizens!, 'fright!! to a clean and healthful

environment or workplace was to be as extensive as the best available tech-

nology will provide. To Sacilitate uniformenforcement,itatutes and
a

regulations often prescribed specific safety or pollution control techno-

logies, "good manufacturing practices", sanitation equipment,

8
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testing procedures and so C)4.

9

The statutory and regulatory

, preference was fpr unambiguous numeri,cal stndarrls and fixed

deadlines, as in the 1970 Clean Air Act's requirement of'a 90 percent

reducti n in nitrous oxiderand hydrocaTbon emissions froh automobiles

by 197511.

To in rease.deterrence, many regulatory statutes of the late 1960s and

early 1970s increased penalties dramatically and sought to make them easier

to impose or even automatic. Criminal penalties were authorized for indivi-

tal cor orate officials. Corporate violations also were made punishable

by "civil penalties" of up to $251000 per day, in.,order to reduce the incen-

tive for firms to drag out disputes and to invoke the strong procedural

A

p rotections associated.with criminal prosecutions. Some agencies- -

such as OSHA--were empoweyed to impose fines themselves,

rather than prosecuting violators in court.

,including the Environmental,Protection Administration and

Other aeencies,

the Nationa l Highway Traffic Safety Administration, were authorized to

issue summary injunction-like orders (recalls, shut -dos) without first

havitg to take the 'violator to court. To reduce enforcement discretion,

in some agencies, (such as OSHA, the FDA, and the federal Mine

Health Agency); inspectors were Instructed to issue formal citations for all

violationsin OSHA's case, even'if the violation is corrected before the

inspector's eyes--andnes for All useriousll violations were made mandatory.

To further deter informal dispositions by enforcement officials, statutory

schemes strengthened the ability-of citizen complainants and citizen advocacy

.

organizations to push agencies to enforce the law strictly. For example,

Californiala$ concerning quality of care'in nursing homes instruct the

enforcement d#ency to conduct an inspectio within a specified number of days

4
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vr
after ceiving a complaint, to report. the results to complainants, to

,state in writ the reasons for any subsequent dismissal of a citation.or

proposed penalty, and to penalize any nursing home that attempts to expel

or reduce the privileges of a complainant. OSHA regulations empower workers

to accompany OSHA inspectors on their rounds and require employers to keep

paying them during such consultations; the results of OSHA inspections and

the prescribed schedules for abating violations must be posted where workers

can see them. Under the Clean Air Act, civil rights acts, and other statutes,

complainants and advocacy organizations were authorized to sue alleged vio-

lators or the agency itself if regulatory officials failed to enforce the

law as written. In addition, many statutes provided for federal monitoring

of enforcement by state agencies, for example, by periodic random reinspec iont"
of businesses already .inspected by state inspectors.

Finally, many regulatory schemes sought to facilitate' enforcement by

shifting the burden of proof to regulated enterprises, compelling them to
',*

assemble and maintain detailed records and repo .,s_l_documenting their compli-

ance- related activities, rging from efforts oan hire minority0constraction

workers to the frequency of inspection of cranes and hoists. Manufacturers

)must promptly report to the relevant agency serious workplacd accidents,

.N

reported incidents of injuries associated with use of their products,

"fugitive emissions!' stemming from breakdowns of pollution control equipment,

research findings suggesting harmful attributes of chemicalth, and so on.

Pollution sources and mines must install monitoring equipment and make the

records available to the government. Food and drug manufacturers must keep

n.r
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records showing periodic testing and calibration of sterilizing equipment,

noting .gnatures of the-personnel who did the tests for each batch and

.counter-signatures of higher quality control officials. Enterprises were

required' to obtain regulatory permits for each piece of polluting equipment, for

new factories-te.g., from the U.S. Department of Agriculture for meat-packing

plants, from"the FDA,for drug manufacturing facilities), and for an ever-

broadening range of new products,(not only pharmaceuticals, but new auto-
.

mobile models, gasoline additives, pesticides, chemicals, and medical devices);

in these situations, the enterprise must prove in advance compliance with

detailed.regulations and often roust prepare extensive analyses indicating the

safety or environmental impacts of the new product or facility.

Legalistic Enforcement and Regulatory Unreasonableness

The shift toward stricter rules, a orcement-oriented inspection

and sanctioning systems,and intensified do ertation has not been universal.

Sohe older state agencies have been relatively immune from the trend, and all

agencies, even the most legalistic, retain some areas of discrakion. The

reformers may have envisioned an inspectorate that, lice Weber's ideal-typical

bureaucrat, would be programmed to enforCe the regulations as written, "with-

out bias or favor"401 , but inspectors are-human beings that resist complete

programming. And inevitably they mast use judgment in determining where to

look for violations, in deciding whether a particular machine guard satisfies

the safety rules, or in gauging how soon to return to a site to check

up on a promise to. abate a violation.

1 P."1
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j
enforcement style has had fundamental? clearly tangible effectsNon

regulatory agen4es and4egulated enterprises alike. Eniorcement officials

and regulated enterprises both report an increase in strict rule-application,.

formal citations and penalties and a decline in bargaining at the inspectorial

12

Nevertheless, the shift in the law towardla legalistic, role-oriented

level. Business inves
.*

t in pollution control and in worker protdction

equipment has soared. There has been a striking increase in the numbers,

salaries, organizational status and intr a-organizational powers of corporate

specialists hired to "k )4 p the company.out of trouble" with enforcement agencies;

these specialists include safety and environmental engineers, industrial

hygienists and toxicologists, product safety and quality control engineers,

auditors and so on. And, as an older California workplace safety official

put it, "Before OSHA, most firms almost always tried to do a better job after

we surveyed them. Now, with the threat of legal action, they feel compelled

to do a better job."

If legalistic enforcement has increased regulatory effectiveness, it

also has led to an increased incidence of regulatory unreasonableness.
k

Strict application of regRlatidns can be characterized as unreasonable (1) if

compliance does not yield the intended benefitsr as when installing a

government-mandated
)

safety device does not appreciably improve consumer

t

or worker safety in light of qperating conditions and existing controls in

I

a particular factory; (2) if compliance would produce incremental improvements

but only at enormous costs,-diverting extremeI7 costly capital and human energy

from mo e productive and soci -valuable uses; (3) if regulation-prescribed'

facilitie or procedures are re expensive than less costly a37::.ernatives that

are of cony arable effectiveriess; 4) if regulator-Y officials are.wholly

unresponsive to fact. and arguments put forward by regulated enterprises

indicat* g that a particular irequirement s substantively unreasonable in /9
17)
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one of the three senses first mentioned.
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Unreasonableness reiults'first of all from the diversity of the world

to be regulated and the difficulty of devising a single regulatory

standard that will "make sense" in scores of different copper smelters,

nursing homes, and food processing plants, each of which employs a some-

what different technology, a somewhat different staff 9f workers and supervisors,

a somewhat different quality control system. Soon after retiring as Secretary

L
of Lator, with responsibility for several major and scored-of,

minor regulatory programs, Professor John Dunlap complained, "Arule that
fttaa.--

is fair and workable in New York may be excessively severe or unnecessary

in Utah... Unifork national rules may assure equity, but they do not reflect

5
the realit- of the workplace". That general rules can yid unreasonable

results in particular cases is a familiar problem to legal scholars, but

it seems particularly severe in the case ,of mach coptemporary regulation.

Perhaps that is because the ultimate goal in many pigrans is to induce

an attitude of "social respbnsibility", whereby plant managers or nursing

home administrators Are continually ale'rt and sensitive to, all of the.,
a .

diverse harmful acts that may result from their technologies and theii. employees'

-
activities. But a reollation that focusses directly on such attitudes--

that would enjoin nursing home aides to "be caring, sympathetic and alert'
a

ok

to leurces of discomfort", or instruct a plant' manager to "be alert to

previously unrecognized sources of danger

0^

'f*ployees a,positive.attitude toward s

be unenforceable, and probably violative

Instead,
. %

cofficial

features

(such as

to employees and instill In

y "- -such a regulation would clearly

f due process norms as well.

to be enforceable, regulations focus on things the enforcement

can see on his intermittext visits to the ,tte--enduring physical

(such as machine guards or sulfur dioxide scrubbers), fixed inputs

1

maintenance of a spe ified 1:aterkt,laff.ratio in a nursinvhome),

'.1O
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and permanent "records ,(such as mandatory charts kept by nurses or 'quality

control engineers; documenting their activities). But these specified

tacilities,ratios and signatures are only proxies for, rough correlates

of, the underlying attitudes of carefulness, attentiveness, cleanliness,

etc., that we actually care about. And inevitably thoie correlations will

be imperfect. Some nursing hoMes will be just fine regardless of their

.patient-staff ratio (and some will not). A certain wire-stranding machine

may be entirely safel:;even if it fails to comply with a general rule on

guards that applies in an across-thecbciard manner to all moving machinery

in all factories (or it might be dangerous for reasons not specified in

any regulations). In sum, given the diversity of the world, the degree of

0 0

risk posed by any particular regulatory violation will oftenbe rather slight.

The "badness of fit" between general, facility-specifying regulations

and the risks that exit in *ticular establikhments,'a probleM inherent

114

in the elusiveness and unpredictability of sources of bum, is exacerbated

by the politics of much contemporary social regulation. Legislatures in

the late 1960s and early 1970s not infrequointly disregarded the potential

costs of regulatory requirements partly because they :reacted. over-optimis-'

tically to proponents' characterization of the prOblem and available

solutions, partly becauselegislators did not want to be accused of

/7
indifference to the rights of workers and 'consumers to a safet.and healthy

environment
6

. Legislatures and regulatory rule-makers often overreact to

particularly dramatic accidents or egregious instances of corporate mis-

behavior by promulgating proihylacttc rules' applicable to all enterprises,

ib1/4an industry, evrn those who previously

1/4
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had been induced by market pressures, liability lawilw existing regulations

tp adopt generally adequate controls. As regulationA cumulate in-response

to statistically infrequent but harmftil instances of malfeasance or non

compliance, they become excessively detailedl.mandating precautions A

. through M, although some practices are qftite safe even if steps

H through L arsomitted, depending on the enterprise's quality control or

accident OeVention system taken as a whole. Agency offioiaLs

preoccupied with new and presSing problems have little time
ILr incentive to prune these -instances of overinclusiveness

from the existing body of .rules, especially since Clriring

out exceptions can often be'attacked as "caving in"
1to business or as "taking away rights."

The unreasonableness# h tens from overinclusive regulations,would

t
r be lessAwevalent if enforcement adapted general rules

to particular situations, if they uoverlooked".violationssthat are not in
.

.

. fact4serious 'under he circumstances. But such exercises bfj.nspectorial

discretion are precisely what the-newer legalistic enforcement style

sought to prohibit. Enforcemen officials are required to cite'and

penalize all violations. They ..,not supposed to use their own discre-

tinto accept prOaOtive measures o4er than those prescribed iripthe
4

)\ '
regulatio n s. Agencies and individual inspectors whose aitatien rates Nil

below the statistical norm are called on the carpet to explain why--and.

hence they -tiy to avoid that eventuality' by maintaining a good-statistical

record of citatins, prosecutions, and fines collected. The individual

inspector, comes to conceive o' his or her job as finding and citing.vio-
.

lations of the regulati ns, withomt making judgments as to their relative

ri -I
a.,
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seriousness, and without engaging representatives of the r egulated enterprise

An disbussions of general regulatory goals -and the problems that must
4

be solved to attain them. 4 a

The upshot is that compliance specialists in regulated enterprises'',

persistently complain_of the legalism and unreasonablenes6 of much reula-,

try.enfordement. In 1979, the Reiulato;y Council) establiShed by
_

President Carter, commissioned a raidlpf-how:gOvernment regulation IS

experienced by the citizens wio deal directly with enforcement officials.
r

The author, Paul Danacean linterviewed 75 businessmen, labor union officers

and municipal Janesville,a city of.50,000 people in southern

Wisconsin with more than 65 manufacturing concerns. One of DanaCeamls

,major findings, illustrated by scores of anecdotes;was as f011ows:
. ,

"A specific criticism leielled against regulatill
35

I ---' by supporters and detractors alike iv:that the
people who administer and enforceregulations... '

are too rigid and unyielding..4 What the people
in''Janesvillesay they want is 'a spirit' of
accommodation in which 'the two .partied, the
regulated andthe regulator, try to work out,
a mutually acceptable solution to4a comMO5
problpffrIrhat they get, tAey say,'is an

.

adversary relationship in- Which the regulators
more often Van not try to force Something
down their throats because it is Written.' ),

dap in a manual, not because it is supposed /
to be a better(solution,.II 7

, .

A___

There are no hard measures of the amount of regulatory unreasonableness,
),,,

% L
but it is surely very high. For example, despite the well-known conceptual

diffiCUlties and data weaknesses in cost-benefit analysis,.many acadeP4c and
, .

0

goverathental studies have.inditated, often quite convincingly, that expendi-

tures on compliance with certain regulations have not been matche9y expected
10.

benefits. Numerous studies have shown that despitemajor increases in

K

expenditures for worker safety, (as distinguishedfrom occupational health)

a

V

4

rj
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mandated by OSHA, the program has had at best a small.positive'effect on
8

workplace accident rates. By.1985, water pollution controls compelling

the installation of the best available technology will cost about $1e-$19

billion per year (including annual operating costs plus depreciation and

interest), but the best "point estimate" (as opposed to a range) of benefits

16 only $12.3 billion.9 Government economic analysts have repeatedly pointed

that major regulations--such as OSHA's strip-mining controls and OSHA's coke

oven emission and benzene standards--would entail massive cost increments but

only slight incremental benefits as compared with alternative, slightly less

stringent standards. These showings 71economic'inefficiency in the aggre=

gate imply the prkvalence of-unreasonable impositions in particular casei,
11

especially because even regulations with positive benefit-cost ratios will

result in unnecbss
4

requirements in some prozprti.on of regulated firms

or d vices.

This is not to say that most regulatory rules or indiVidual enforcement

actions are unreasonable. The point merely is that legalistic enforcement

makes the incidelke of easonable requirements much higher than it might

be, and that the =mtotal.of orders or requiiements that are unreasonable

under particular circumstances is very -substantial.

tot

Regulatory Unreasonableness and Ineffectiveness

Althoggh legalistic enf
I 0
ent does produce some gains in effectiveness,

as noted earlier, legalistic enf.,ehient also prevents regulatory programsWI

from reaching,th4r maximum poten effectiveneis of regulatory programs.

It does so (1) by- diverting efforts of enforcement officials and regulated
i

4

`enterprises Alike to mechrical and relatively unimportant preventive measures,
.°'

0

4 ti
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(2) toi incurring resentment, hid legal resistance, and (3) by cutting off

18

cooperation that is essenti4 to effective achievement of regulatory goals.

In a diverse and dynamic economy, regulatory rules that focus on measur-

e abler qhforceab'en requirements such as physical facilities and record - keeping

inevitably capture-only a small proportion of the harms that the prOgram(

is designed to prevent. 'For example, studies indicate that even if employers

adhered to OSHA regulatiOns perfectly and ccptinuously, workplace injuries

rp'ould be reduced by only about 10-15 percent10 Perfect compliance with nursing

home regulations. can't guarantee anything close to humane treatmehtP Post-

mortems of major accidents, from Three-mile Island to DC-I0 crashes to

scaffold collapses, typically point to causes other than noncompliance with

regulations.
12
At bottom, progress toward socially responsible conduct requires

continuous vigilance and imagination arid motivation'of workers and super-

visors; it' is a matter of 'attitudes and knoDledge (both technical and organi-

zational), applied to particular contexts: When enforcement is dominated,

however., by official checklists and inspectors stress the doCumentation of

<

rule-violations, they are ban* to novel and fundamentapslurces 44' harm

th,9t escape the specific rules. Corporate compliance specialists (safety

.0 and environmental and quality control engineers, etc.) complain that their

efforts and budgets are diverted to preventing rule -based citations and fines,

away from problems they regard as more serious. Diversion is exacerbated

by- the citizen complaints that legalistic regulatory progrgis stirelate and
16 ttO

give priority to: a high proportion of those that are legally "valid"--?nd a

,great many,re not--involve non-serious violations.13Complaints also tend

to send inspectors to larger enterprises that have a comparatively good
1.

.safety or pollution control program. Yet inspectors must respondto all

complaints and cite all violations.
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Foe these reasons alone, legalistic enforcement stimulates resentments

when enterprises are penalftsed for violations they justifiably believe are

not serious, or they are ordered to spend money on precautions that seem

unnecessary y denigrate inspectors as ignorant and arrogant nitpickers

that pr de no help in solving 'real Peoblems.H A

-

'.Legalistic enforcement also causes resentment by disregarding not only

the seriousness but also the cause of violations. Its under -lying image

of thee regulated enterprise is a unitary, cohesive, profit-maximizing entity,

like theTirm in economic theory. Violations) in this view, result from

deliberate calculation that the anticipated regulatory fine, discounted by

the probability of evasion or legal delays, will be small in ration to

the savings in Compliance costs saved by means of evasion and delay. Mille
A

may be this is an accurate assumption about some enterprises in general and

-----fittest enterprises with respect to a few issues, it is probably inaccurate for

a.maority of firms in most industri\ on most regulatory issues. Established

firms usually have a longer-run view of' elf-interest. They want to avoid

the adverse piblicity and disaffectiorian the marketplace that comes from

being publicly labelled a regulatory outlaw, a destroyer of the environment
-)

in defiance of regulatory orders, or a vendor of unsafe productd'that fail

to meet regulatory specifications. They want to avoid lawsuits, whose finan-

cial impact is much greater than regulatory finest Moreover, as organization

theorists 'point out, corporations, are' far from unitary entities, but consist

of diverse Sub-groupS and interests. A great many regplatory violatIons

0
in fact, are also violations of "official corporate policy and established
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safety or quality-control routines; they. stem from brealcdolms in pollution-

cattrol equipment,bomissions that occur due to personnel changes, short-cuts

from official policy by individual managers seeking to meet short -term

deatilihes or crises, wor lens who takk machine guards Off, and so on.

Most violations result, in short, not from economic calculation but from

organizational or supervisory fa-Tres. 14

Many other violations stem, in effect, not from "amoral" economic,

i:-talculation but from principled dii-igreement with the details of regulations:

the enterprise accepts the regulatory, goals and makes general efforts toriwyd
_ -

compliance, but its experts reject certain regulatory requirements or manda-
.

qt.

ted technoloties as inappropriate, ineffective, undgly costly under the

circumstances. They believe omission or 1m cation ofheasures prescribed

by regulations will not in fact create serious risks of harm in 'the parti-
A

cular context.

I jig ;
I When regulatory enforcement officials cite and punish all violations

as if they stemmed from Iful short-term calculation- -even those violations

//

that stem from breakdowns in well compliance prograMb or from
'

.

. ,

principled disagreement-- angers of regulated enterprises are doubly

resentful. They complain that they are "treated like criminals, " _that their

good faith efforts are river taken into account, and that legalistic enforce-

ment officials mistrust roll and ignore their arguments.

One of the bitter fruits Of resentment is 'a higher level of legal
f Nts.

contestation. Employers often spend' thousands of,dollars appealing

OSHA fines and abatement orders that would cost them far less to absorb , .

without protest. Rates of appeals to. aiministrativ hearing *officers and
.

the courts increased dramatically in agencies that have switched to

a
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legalistic enforcement practices. The agencies, in turn, become more

legalistic. "Now every inSpectiOn must be treated as<a/potential court

qaffe", enforcement officials say, and inspectors spend correspondingly

more time recording, documenting and photographing rule-violations, but

less time on the factory floor talking to workers and managers.

Another consequenCe of resentment 'is destruction of cooperation.

If regalated enterprises resent and mistrust enforcement officials,

they are less 1 o be forthcoming about their problems,or,indeed any

informatio at they feel will be misinterpreted and converted into a ,

citation. Inspectors, in turri, must focus even more On visible and obvgu

21

violations, and are less likely to discover the more serious sources of

harm that might be discovered through extensive and frank discussions

t

with corporate compliance specialists.

Reform Strategies: Flexible Enforcement

The logically ,appropriate "cure" for excessively legalistic enforce-

ment, in most cases, is a more flexible or discretionary mode of

regulatory enforcementi'a compromise of sorts between 'indiscrimately

coercive legalistic enforcement and the sanctionless, wholly concilia-

,tory approach it was designed to supplant. Stringent rules may well be

necessary-to provide guidance to regulated enterprises and to give,

enforcement officials - backbone" and authority. Summary enforcement

powers and heavy penalties are needed to deal with the "bad apples" in

1 the regulated industry, and the* 41Wat of aggressive enforcement is

needed to keep even moderately "good apples" on their toes. The notion

of flexible enforcement, however, suggests selective application of formal

sanctions--when the violation is, in fact, serious or the offender seems to

be lacking in good faith. But flexible enforcement would also require

r7
iv

O



enforcement officials.to be attentive to the potential unreasonableness

that lurks in mechanical rule -application. They would be willing and able

to suspend strict enforcement when violations are not serious and especially

difficult to dbatel'when they stem from technically-grounded disagreement

or inadvertent failures, and so on. Moreover, flexible enforcement,

recognizing the limited capacity of regulations to capture diverse and

c ansttly emerging sources of harm, would make eliciting cooperation a

41rcry
15

prim goal of enforcement.

Stronger enforcement powers, as used selectively by some inspectors,

can in fact enhance the enforcement official's capacity to elicit coopera-

tion. By suspending enforcemZINt least long enough to listen to the

arguments and problems of and alternative abatement measures suggested by

1/ the regulated enterprise, the inspector gains a reputation 1'61- reasonableness

and constructiveness, a reputation he can trade on in pushing for qualitatively

important compliance efforts. Like the plea-bargaining prosecutor, a

flexible enforcement official can explicitly trade nonenforo,emellt of les"6

important violations for prompt action'on more serious onesl'or even for

reforms that -to beyond the letter of/the'law. The California Food and Drug

agency, for example, suspended civil penalties against a smallish drug.

manufacturing firm on the condition that it hire a recognized qualitymanufacturing
- /

control consulting firm and implement its recommendations. The FDA

recently adopted a program whereby enforcement officials, rather than

enforcing detailed "good acturing practice" rules uniformly in all

plants, undertake, in con, tation with company officials, to analyze

. critical weak points -or ays in which each company's particular quality-

16
control or production "*stem might break down.-

OP



In this and a:few other enforcement programs, the inspector not only

disseminates informa ion, but acts as a consultant: he analyzes organiza-

tional weaknesses in the regulated firm and serves as a catalyst to

stimulate self-anal is. This approach also rests on the fact that many

regulated enterpris s largely because of the threat of enforcement,

employ specialists ho are "natural allies" of the regulators--industrial

hygienists, 44ualit control, safety and errOnmental engineers--whose

careers and profe sional identities are linked to regulatory goals and who

have more detail

23

knowledge 9f needs and priorities than outside regulators

can hope to ac re. What those specialists may lack is intra -corporate

Flexib e enforcement would concentrate on stimulating in-house

experts to re hink their needs while directing the coercive power of govern-

ment to prob ems those specialists perceive as most serious and "solvable."-

eform Strategies: Building Self-Regulatory Capacities

in r cent years a number of 'regulatory programs have begun to draw back

from st t enforcement of specific, governmentally-prescribed specifica-

tion o standards in favor of compelling, businesses to establish strengthened

self-
i

egulatory systems that have the promise of tailoriig control measures

/

more/precisely to risks'posed by the particular firm's situation and

perionneI. The' details of regulation, in effect, are delegated' to the firm.

Fo/ ex4pple:-

t

CAL-OSHA agreed to drop routine inspection and
enforcement of general regulations at a giant
construction-site in return for an agreement
whereby the general. contractor and the unions
formed a joint safety committee with powers
to plan and implement safety standards.
OSHA inspectors would in turn periodic
monitor the effectiveness of the self- tory
system.

CAL-
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The Department of Agriculture recently, adapted a
plan to cut back intensive governmental inspection
and detailed standards for meat-packing plants where
companies demonstrate they have established' highly
sophisticated quality assurance programs.

The EPA's "bubble concept" grants large industrial
installations discretion to reduce air pollution
in an imaginary bubble over.the plant in whatever
way and in whatever order ccimpany engineers devise;
this is a departure from enforcement of regulations
establishing nationwide fixed emission levels and,
in some cases, mandatory abatement devices, for

each point source.

California regul ns require truck operators
to establish a VIT1 en preventive maintenance
and self-inspection .program. State inspectors,
accordingly, concentrate on-evaluating the
quality of the company's maintenance system
(conducting spot checks of vehicles tlemselves,
however), reserving frequent and exhaustive
enforcement of detailed government maintenance.
regulations only for firms with a poor overall
program.

A parallel strategy is to strengthen the intra- corporate position

of in-house regulation systems by compelling companies to designate.

specific officers to be responsible for the program, to specify their

responsibilities in writing, and to report and certify compliance measures

to the regulatory agency. The SEC has required some corporations to

establish audit committees, comprised in part of outside directors, to

_police, corporate compliance with anti-fraud re ations,. and it requires

accountants to certify that the corporation has an .effective system to

prevent violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: Christopher
f

Stone (Where the Law Ends) has suggested that key personnel such as

safety engineers or researchers in chaige of tests on new drugs should be

licensed and subject to udisabarment" for failure to discharge their

responsibilities or for "caving in" to:Pressures from "production." FDA

3 0

24
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regulations for intravenous fluid manufacturers require them to grant

ti

quality assurance units absolute authority to reject raw materials,-

prevent shipments and stop processes that they believe unsafe or that

violate company-prescribed quality control- rules (which must be approved

by the FDA).

A related regulatory strategy is to buildiorganizational competence

by compelling business to hire trained specialists for certain key com-

pliance-related positions (such as quality control, drug testing, operating

' certain equipment)'. California requires nursing homes to hire certified

administrators, head-nurses, and even to provide certain extra training

for aides. .A CAL-OSHA regulation 'requires employers to 'establish safety

raining programs for workers.

Limits of Reform

Ecperience indicates that governmentally-mandated self-regulatory

systems, even though they appear todelegate discretion to the regulated

enterprises themselps, can easily lead to almost the same kind of unreason-

able results QS direct regulation, particularly in the area of reporting

and paperwork burdOns. Enforcement officials, after all, remain responsible

for discovering abuses of the "delegated discretion." Hence they'demand

documentation of how decisions are made, whether they are having positive

effects, and so on. *For purpose of bureaucratic routine, koreover, they

insist that documentation. and lists of steps companies take to prevent harm
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mutt be set forth in uniform reporting categories. Each time an abuse of

discretion is discovered' ora serious accident slips through the precautions

of h-self-regulatory system--and this will occur, even in systems as sophis-

ticated and supported by -market and liability law pressures as commercial .

airline maintenance--the regulators respond by adding another layer of

mandatory self-inspections or reports, a new series of double-checks and

ignatures, and so on. Thus, many corporate personnel officers and charge

nurses in nursing hoMes come to'be preoccqpiedas much with ddcamenting

and justifying their deeds 1.ri writing as with doing them. The tendency to

cumulate "self -regulation" requirements was revealed when the Federal

Railroad Administration recently announced that°, upon review, it could

safely eliminate certain mandatory self-inspection steps that would save

the railroad industry $100 million a year.

There is a tendencyl*moreover, to eqf r e propedural requirements just

as literally as substantive ones. One reason is that many paperqork or

reporting violations are intrinsically not seriou failure to record a

signature, file a report on time, complete a measurement,' issue a notice,

and so on, ordinarily does not in itself cause any harm. Such requirements

are "second-ordetu precautions. Theretis every temptation, therefore, for

regulated enterprises not to take such violations seriously, and thus a

corresponding inclination by regulators to punish such violations strictly.

For unless regulators show the willpany it takes documentation requirements

seriously, it is feared, the entire reporting program will belflawed,
(.7

the agency will fail to make definitive reportt to its legislative over-
-

seers, and it will be accused of failing to enforce the law.

"'
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Perhaps More fundamentally, agency officials often feel, compelled

\
to enforce both substantive and procedur regulations strictly and

uniformily because they lack the expertise to'enforce them flexibly. Enforce-

molt officials often find it difficult to precisely y how great,_a risk

would be posed by failure to adhere to a particular requirement, whether it

be a guard on i machine or a signature on a batch:release form. (This

uncertaintLdbaut the level of risk, in fact, is often what makes regulation

necessary in the first place). Faced with this uncertainty, theNenforcement

official,also risks making two kills of errors- -being unnecessarily strict

ea' being unduly lenient. Being too strict and legalistic imposes unnecessary

costs on the retulated enterprisel'and the inspector may be accused by the

firm's\ representatives of being unreasonable. Being unduly lenient, however,

typicdlly entails a mach larger set of risks for the official. Even if

leniency is justified, failure to apply the regulations, literally, can lead

a disgrUntled complainant to call an inspector's superior (with inti-

e F
mations that the inspector is "in bed with thevcompany") or somehow make

, his complaint public. A federal inspeclot or a supervisor or a co-worker

come down the same trail and discover his omission. gompetitors'of

the firm in. question might learn about it through safety appliance salesmen
Nk,

and complain that the agency'is giving some firms special treatment. But

'more importantly, should the inspector's discretionary judgment be mistaken,

should the violation or even a related one) turn/out.to be really dangerous,

it might lead to a Serious accident. In the ensuing investigation, any sign

of an unpunished violation is quickly interpreted by the newsmedia (and some

politicians) as proof that the agency is to blame.

7nvv
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Just as threatening as the possibility of catastrophe is the fear of

scandal. Anyregulatory'official inclined to grant front-line enforcers

discretion to suspend enforcement and work for cooperation where approprCate

takes the risk that sooner or later, hotever competent and dedicated his

staff, some inspectors will turn out to be foolish or corrupt, and sooner

or.later the lapses of judgment or corruption will be uncovered. In the

event of catastrophe or,scandal; the best defense for an agency is that it

has done everything possible -- within its strained and inadequate budget,

of course--to enforce the regulations as they are written, as uniformly and

equally .as possible, without bias or favor.

Not surprisingly, therefore, bureaucratic and political superiors

tend to chastise enforcement officials.more severely for being too lenient,

for "taking the law into their on harids" (thus jeopardizing.the safety

and the rights of those the regulations are supposed to rirotect), than

for being too strict and imposing "extra coats" on the regulated ente

"People," it is rationalized, are suppotol to take precedence over

se.

28

"profi s." To the agency, therefore, theunreasonableness caused by legalism

is an:flexternality," essentially outside its legal and moral responsibility, a

cost born by the regulated enterprise, not the agency. Sticking to the rules,

avoiding difficult, time-consuming, and potentially dangerous disbretionary.

judgments about the seriousness ofa violatian'or the "good flth" and

competence of the regulated firm, is the safer, easier, and most predictable

course.
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II. Regulating Schools,
0

S

There are many'obvious parallels between the evolution of protective
,

regulatiOn and the growth of legal controls over public schools. In both

fields, there has been remarkable growth in the sheer number of rules and

regulations, at least in part because local entitiesschools `91- factories- -
1

have been seen as insufficiently attentive to their broader social respon-

sAbilities andas unresponsive to less legalistic modes of control.-.

"Dumpingo Children who pose discipline problems into special eduction

classes is treated as analogous to the dumping.of industrial wastes into

the environment. Ignoring the special needs of non-English-speaking or

econprtically disadvantaged- students is 4.ke an employer's indifference to.

the need of inexperienced factory workers for more protective equipment f--

than the experienced worker might require.

. .
The standards promulgated by the government-to control school distriets

are in some cases ttated,as conditions on grants-in-aid, but given the

(/ . .

financial pressures on most urban school districts, they are just as man-

datory, in effects'gs EPA regulations. Like environmental and safety'rules,

,educational regulations require'investments in new kinds of teaching

ersonnel and administrators And°Ws shift responsibility for deeidingthe
-0

precise-trade-off am, conflicting claims or scarceresources away frOM
.;°

l,locaadministrators to government officials in Washington or state capitals.

Therein lies the potential for,unreasopaplenebs. Like the world of business,

school systems'are surprisingly diverse and tentrally-formulated regulations

.

that strike an appropriate definition of responsible behavior in one didtriet.
'11\

rmay be unnecessary in others.
( lk
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The "Unreasonableness" Problem: Some Apparent,Differencei"

On the other hind, there are several striking differences between-

0
.

legal controls on schools and business regulations that might lead ore to"
f -

-

expeCt a Weaker propensity toward legalism andynreasonablen in the forme.

/7
1. Educaton Law Standards-Grant More Discretion to "The Regulited"

Business4regulators, perhaps more confident in the technical judgments

about how to produce certain effects (safety, pollution abatement, etc:),

iqu

or more confident that business-could afford or invent tie necessary .

control tec es if really forced to, often have prescribed very
..

,

.
.

0 specific performance standards, facilities, machines, andlOrocedures.

Lawmakers ithe-ducational fietdi on the other hand, more often have

left substantive standards vague or open-ended; The Education for 411

Handicapped Children Act.(PL94-142) requires an "appropriate education"'

for all children. Title I of ESEA provides funds for meeting theeduca-
,

tional needs of economically and educationally deprived chilarenbutdoes

not precisely define those needs or dictate the content of the courses or

prepribe the levels of educational attginment'that the students must rkaAl.
A

a

Federal laws require expanded programs for non.:EhgliSh-speakin'g students,

mach as the Clean Air Act requireS greater industrial expenditures on air

pollution'control. But bilingual education standards; at least as origidalfy

articulated in Lau v. Nichols and the 1974 Equal Educational'Opportunity
/

Act, do not prescribe any articular "technology" for assisting those
.

students (unlike the EPA, w chjprescribes best available technologies ,

forIJpecific processes) or any particular educational outcomes (unlike

the EPA, w i h prescribes measurable maximum emissions per day or per

. pound of pr cessed material).
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Instead, like some of the more recent "reforms,' in business regulation

the/federal law-6 concerning educational equity have soughtto mandate

effective self-regulatory systems. They have required local school

.c\
districts to devise their own plans and programs, to appoint special

educa,n compliance specialists, to establish local program committees

°1
with parent representation, to conduct assessments of each'child's needs,

and so on. Thus, the regulations appear'tQ be

structural rather than substantively specific.

1/rimarily procedural

To use Paul Berman's termi-

an ',programmed,'l'nology they appear to opt for ',adaptive rather

17
implementation.

2. 0 Legal'Sanctions for Violations are More Limited, Less Automatic.

The edutional; laws have not vested in federal 8fficials the same kinds

of .strong and automatic legal sanctions that business regulators have

acquirda. Individual school officials, unlike corporate officers, are not

,subject to personal criminal prosecution for violations of rpgulations.

The major sanctions provided by law are a cut-off of federal funding or

suits for reimbursement. These remedies, however, are extremely difficult

to apply because of their severity, their counterproductive effects (fund

cut-offs would further limit4ducational offerings for disadvantaged-sty 0e)

and becadse such actions often generate strong political pressures against

federal officials by local legislators. Federal auditors have no legal

authority to impose less drastic (and moreacceptable) sanctions on noncom-

plying schobl districts, such as immediate fines or remedial 'orders.

Although parents can sue school districts for violating federal education

law, the paUcity of specific substantive (as opposed to procedural) standards

in those laws would seem to allow the caurts more discretion '(and more dis-

cretion to consider the local school administratorst
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"professional judgment") than courts confronted with a suit by a labor I

union pomplaining of a cofrporation's violation of an OSHA regulation,

...-

requirift certain machine guards x maximum noise levels.

3. Regulatory "Failures" Are Less Dramatic

One of the reasons for the cumulation of overinclusive business regulations

and legalistic enforcement is that new regulations are often passed in

reaction to horrifying catastrophes or dramatic scientific discoveries--a

railroad tank car full of toxic chemicals, crashes, hundreds of cattle die

from pesticides in their feed, the ozone layer is shown to be depleting,
r-

and so on. For the inspector faced with deciding whether a violation or

partial compliance is serious or not, a mistake can mean'injury or death.

For the rule-makers, it seems better or err on the side of more safety,

wider margins of error and so on.

For educational regulatory offl&ls, on thy other hand, a district's

failure to file program evaluation reports, or retest mentally handicapped

students, or give extra help to those who speak English poorly might

ultimately have serious consequences for the life-chances of the child,

but these consequences are hardly as dramatic and irreversible as sudden
a

death or cancer. New education regulations less often are drafted in the

S

kind'of crisis atmo$phere that follows a dramatic fire, work-
l.

place explosion or environmental catastrophe.. There is

more likely to be an understanding one the part of education policymakers,

moreover, that educational "technology" is uncertain and choices arguable

than among lawmakers dealing with conti'ols on manufacturing or transportation

technology- -and this is reflected'in the prevalence, mentioned above, of

mandatory self-regulation'as opposed to direct specification of techniques

of education. Finally, while business regulators at times seem to believe

that corporations easily can finance compliance out of propts or pass

9n
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them on to thousands of consumers via price increases, educationdl lawmakers,

one would think, would be more cognizant of the fiscal problems'of local

schools, the difficulty of raisinetaxes, the opposition to diverting
fl

resources from mainstream classes, and so on. Hence, one might expect

.

less of a tendency toward overreaction and disregard of the costs and

difficulties of compliance, both at the law-making and law-applying

level. This is-reflectedlat least in part, in the fact that major educa--

tion.laws,unlike business, regulations, often include funding. provisions--

the dispensation of federal tax monies to help the regulated school systems

comply.

Nevertheless, des *te these "advantages," the regulatidriof schools

seems to have been affe ed, although it ishirder to say to what degree,

by some of the same d cs toward legalism and'unreasonableness noted

in our discussion of busin ss regulation.

Open-Ended Standards and Regulatory Unreasonableness

By declining to stipulate specio educational "technologies" for

teaching disadvantaged students, substantively vague educational statutes,

as noted above, might haye been expected to promote more informed, non-

legalistic, :treasonable" disposition of disputes about the laws' require-

ments. In fact, the result-has been a great deal of legal controversy and,

at least arguably, a great deal of legalism and unreasonableness.

The traditional critique of open-ended statutory standards in business

regulation--such as the requirement of "just and reasonable" rates or

"feasible" safety measures-47as that such standards, would be interpreted

to favor unduly the interests of the regulated industry. That critique rests

on the assumption that pro-regulation interests usually are disorganized

and weakly represented in the administrative process, and that regulatory

offici s would be overwhelmed by'regulated firms' constant presence,
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.control. of information, or politidal and economic ifiTience. But that-

.

configuration of interest groups does not necessarily describe regulatory

programs initiated in tfe 1960s and 1970s, and contemporary regulatory `1.

reformers conscioUslyqlave attempted to structure the programs.in order

I'

to deter "accoMmodative" interpretations of the law. Thus in major

educational regulatory programs, the "regulated" are represented in the

administrative Process, to be sure, by associations of:.school*freinten-r

dents and on some issues by the NItional Education Association, but their

presence bias been balanced and sometimes outweighed by well-organized

advocacy groups for racial and ethnic minorities and for handicapped

students, whose,members'have often been placed directly oh regulatory

staffs and, most important, who have been legally empowered to, take federal

and state agencies or school districts to court jor_failing to take

seriously the statutory goals of full equality, In this context, the lack

of substantive specificity of-educational statutes, which seem to give local
.

districts.discretion, in fact provide more discretion for ideologically-minded

enforcement officials and judges to read their awn substantive vies into

the law, even to the point of unreasonableness.

*Among theltdvocacyprganizations involved in Washington lobbying in the
-

administration of Title I, for- example, are thellational
-
Advisory Council

for the Education of Disadvantaged Children, the National Welfare Rights

Organization, the Legal Standards and Education Project of the'NAACP, the

Lawyers Committee for%CiVil Rights Under Law 'and the NAACP gal Defense

and Educational Fund., Paul Peterson, in his forthcoming ho on federal

education policy, reports several instances in which "expos " or detailed

recommendations issued by such organizations resulted in tig er and more

detailed regulations and increases in the Office of Education' enforcement

stag. Peterson, Federal DolicY and tmerican Education (A Twentieth Century

Fund study) Ch. IV.

ti
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Several major laws invite -Such a result by failing to incorporate any

positive obligation (for enforcers or judges) to consider the costs of

expansive definitions of open-ended statutory standards. Statutory goals

such as "appropriate education",-for each child or "equal educational

opportunity" (like the goals of "health" and "safety" in the 197,0 Clean Air

Act and the'OSH Act) represent enormously ambitious aspirations, perhaps

never fully attainab in p world of limited resources, conflicting values,

imperfect techologie1and fallible human beings. Yet the statutes do not

obligate enforcement officials to weigh the incremental benefits and costs

of each additional mandatory step toward full equality and educational

achievement. The government, moreover, is not required to fully fudd each

and every act of compliance, required of a school district; the rights

provided by a statute may thus exceed the resources provided to pay for

them. The result is that administrators and judges, pressured by advocacy

groups invoking the unqualified statutory language, often have been induced

to require compliance measures whose educational benefits probably are

exceeded by costs (in terms of other educational and social goals) or

which simply exceed the financial and technical resources of local, school

systems.

One example is provided by the cumulation of regulatory requirements

under the Equal Elubational Opportunity ACt of 1974, which calls for states

to "take appropriate actioh to overcome language barriers that, equal

participation by the students." HMI regulations pursuant to the law called

on all states to conduct assessments and prepare plans tailored to each

childls linguistic needs and to train bilingual teachers. Then some courts,

41
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at the urging of concerned parent groups and with the backing of certain

.

educational theorists, extended these procedural steps into substantive

requirements, interpreting the law to require schools to provide bicultural

as well as bilingual education, e.g., Puerto Rican history, literature and

culture for Puerto Rican youngsters,and in one notorious case in Ann

Arbor, Nichigan, to require special instructional programs (and teachers)

for black students who speak non-standard black Englishu.1
R
Judicial decisions

become prededents for administrative action. The Office of Civil Rights in

HEIIdemanded that 334 school districts mast begin bilingual-bicultural

instruction or lase federal school aid. These steps may, be warranted, to

be sure, by an, expansive reading of the sweeping statutory goal of'`
a

"equal particj- ation ". But these steps also would clearly be very

expensive, controversial, and of questionable priority given scarce

educational resources. The poipt is that the open -ended btatutory language

provides lip,Hstopping point" at which bilingual -goals should be balanced

against other educational goals.

Open-ended standards in business regulatory statutes, such as "clean"

water or "safeu,morkplaces, also may be susceptible to overly-expansive

interpretations, but they are also more.amenable to rational economic

analysis and scientific measurement, mare easily reduced to regulations

requiringspecific and hence "testable" abatement measures than the

essentially moral and more emotional issues of social justice raised by

laws designed to promote educational equality. If OSHA proposes a eg.ula.-

tion on workplace fumes or particles, manufacturers can challenge the

necessity for the particular level of-cleanliness chosen,-relying on epi-

demiological or laboratory studies of adverse health effects, or relying on

expert engineers and economists to challenge OSHAts theory of the effects

of the proposed standard; and OSHA and-the courts will have to provide
19

countervailing scientific and economic analyses to sustain the regulation.,

140
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If an OSHA enforcement official tries to push a particular manufacturer

to adopt a controversial safety and health device, the detailed specification

or performance standards in the regulations provide the manufacturer grounds

on which to appeal and also give the courts.a relatively objective handle

on the question, neutralizing to some extent the personal views of OSHA,

the employer, and the judge. Not so with vague educational statute

criteria, such as the "appropriate
education" called for by the Education

for All Handicapped Children Act. When a parent claims that placement in

a specialized private school (at the public school district's expense) is

the most " appropriate" education for her child, there are no fixed standards or

.
.dengineering traditions against which to test the claim. The decision will

rest on an almost intutive, attempt to match thknique characteristics of
that child with those of the particular schools in question, and the fate

of.a disputed decision will depend prikarily on the sympathies and attitudes

of the hearing examiner or judge who happens to sit in review. Not surprisingly,

that very category of decisions has become a constant source of appeals,

litigation and further "legalization" of the special education proCess.

The underlying issue, , "Should the public schools be paying for very expensive

private placements?"-is treated as the "legal" issue of wnich educational

service is "appropriate"--or as it seems to be interpreted, "most appropriate"--
for the handicapped child, and limited public funds often are used to pay

for placements that above average income parents previously had paid for

themselves. 20
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Accountability, Enforceability and Mistrust.

As suggested by the earlier discussion of mandatory self-inspectiOn rules

for railroads and other businesses, the fact that educational laws tend to

dictate mandatory procedures and reports rather than substantive teaching

ti techniques or substantive outcomes doeS not exempt them from the possibility

that they may prove to be unreasonably costly to comply-with in =relation

to the benefits those procedures produce. The time and effort involved

in arranging conferences with experts and parents of handicapped children

for preparationof individual plans under PI, 94-142 is try now legendary.

Stearns, Greene and David, who studied' the implementation of that law in

22 school districts in 9 states, reported:

"In the 1978-79 school year, while the impact of
94-142 on schools was considerable...manY
(service delivery persohnel) resent the extra
time spent on coordination, planning and paper-
work that decreases thEtime they devote to
delivery of services.0

The propensity of procedural requirements to become more-and more

elaborate is illustrated by the federal programs for bilingual and voca-

tional educational education. Under administrative interpretations of

bilingual education statutes and regulations; school districts have been

compelled to conduct surveys to ascertain annually the number of limited

English-speaking students in their district, each child's first-acquired

language, the language most often spoken in her home, then classify her

level of English proficiency and assign her to an appropriate program.
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a.

Under the 1976 federal vocational education act, local agencies must file

plans that not only list courses they intend to offer, but also show how

those courses are coordinated with the offerings of other agencies in their

area, and how they fit in with the.state vocational education plan. The

statelp an must provide statistics on labor demand and supply to justify

the occupational skills selected for training, state how 'special efforts.

will be made to provide "adequate training to economically and academically

-disadvantaged persons, for handicapped persons, for the bilingual,"

and set forth procedures "to recite sexual stereotyping in occupations."

In addition, according to Charles Benson:

"Each year each local agency is to count each

student enrolled in an occupational program
to the detail of a six-digit occupation code...
identifying the student by 'race and sex.

The local agency is also required to show enroll-
ments of disadvantaged, handicapped, and bilingual
students...how many students complete specific'
typesoof vocational programs and what happened
to them later, lee.,...got a job...got a job in

22a line of work for which they had been trained, etc."

Each of these requirements, of course, is entirely rational in terms of

program goals. But they clearly require an enormous amount of time, and

effort, additional administrators, secretaries, offices, specially designed

forms, etc. 'Benson observes that "here is a certain amount of.cynicism

about .t1e accuracy of all this reporting."

One feature of procedural requirements that mahes them costly and

burdensome is that the school district not only must comply with program-

matic requirements but also must prove that the requirements have been met,'

as in the case of some business regulations, discussed earlier, where the

4 5
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regulated entity must prove it is continuously complying. To prove it

hasntt been arbitr:ary, the district must articulate in writing its goals
1

and objectives for each program (or in the case of handicapped. students,,

for each child). Declsions must rest on reviewable written rules and "hard

evidence" (tests, surveys, statistics), not on intuition or professional

judgment. Thus NEU officials cited the New York City special education

progra1 (which according to A federal judge was an especially dedicated,

expensive and substantial Sne) for using "subjective, non-validated

standards" in deciding whether students were so emotionally disturbed

and disruptive as to be assigned to special schools, notwithstanding

the fact that the school systemts existing procedure already called for

multiple reviews and conferences with parents.23Such consultations with

parents and psychologists, moreover, must be carefully formalized and

documented. Under PL 94-142, not only must schools prepare an individualized

educational plan (IEP) for each student, but parents must sign it, presumably

to prove compliance with notice and consent objectives. Indeed, to "legally

protect the district from noncompliance with (mandatory) notification and

consent procedures," says the Stearns et al report mentioned above. In

one urban district studied 19 separate procedures and forms had to be

completed and filed (including several permissions, evaluations, conference

and test reports) before a teacher could effectively arrange for a student

in her classroom to be tested and placed in a special education blasi.
24

* The requirement to submit detailed written proposals concerning the use
of funds, and to provide for objectiire measurement of educational results,
it should be added, also was required for Title I (aid-to low-income students)
and many other federal categorical grant programS.,:The 1978 Title I
amendments (partly because self-evaluations by many school districts were
castigated as. insufficiently scientific and objective) provide that the
evaluations must be prepared by "independent" erialuators, pursuant to
standards prescribed by federal officials.

41.
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This formalism stems from the emphasis on accountability that pervades

the process of "delegating" discretionary decision-mal.ing (or more accurately,

allowing discretion to stay,where it originally was) in a regulatory system.

Accountability, for one thing, satisfies certain needs of enforcement officials- -

\

especially their need to demonstrate to their political superior; to advocacy

groups(and perhaps to themselves) that they are doing something to ensure

that the law is being compli with and to prevent abuses of discretion by

recalcitrant districts. Because*auditors (like inspectors) come only/

infrequently, they cannot easily and'reliably observe basic processes such

as how children are taught, how thoughtfully classification decisions are

made, and so on. Just as business regulations often specify particular

facilities and equipment because inspectors can onlysobserve that which endures,

if enforcers of educational laws are to operate efficiently, educational

regulations must prescribe the preparation of enduring documents -- written

records suggesting how well children are taught (tests, lesson plans,

statements of objectives) and records of who participated in classification

4
deciSions. And just as equipment specifications are only rough proxies

for real risks, the completion (or failure to complete) required forms and

reports often will correlate poorly with the real issue--teaching qTlity

or thoughtful classification. Thus Stearns et al in their study of PL94-142

observed that special education teachers

"almost universally believe in individualized
programming and mutual exposure Of handicapped
and non-handicapped children, but often do not
see any relatipnship between these goals and
the required procedural changes. Some perceive
the detailed.requirements to be a waste of time

25or worse."



The elaboration of formal accountability devices and requirements for

rational documentation would not necessarily lead to unreasonableness if

they were not required of all districts and all cases. Criminal law

enforcers require regular reports only from those on probation and parole,

persons with a or record of serious lawbreaking, not fFom all citizens.

42

But in educational regulation, the same cumulation of regulatory requirements

occurs as noted in the discussion of business regulation: new reporting,

testing and other procedural rules are generated to close loopholes or

correct gross abuses perpetrated by "bad apples" (districts wholly

indifferent or, antipathetic to the statutory goals), but in the relentless

concern for uniformity of treatment, those requirements are imposed on all

districts, including the reasonably "good apples". Thus Jeremy Rabkin has

written of the Office of Civil Rights in HEW, "It was one thing to charge

particular Texas school districts with discriMination (ton the basis of

national origin) because they had left otherwise capable Chicano children

to vegetate in classes for the mentally retarded simply becauseattheir

difficulties with the Englis4 language," but quite another for ITEvilto go

on to require all school districts iR the nation to remedy language deficiencies

of. "national origin-ndnority group students" by undertaking ,special surveys No,

and diagnoses of all students from non-English speaking homes. 26

,

In business regulation, strict uniformity of treatment is t valent

legal norm partly because government does not want to appear

by regulating it less stringently than its competitors (even i Fi

actually is more socially. responsible). Thus wheri one iidant-formula

factory negligently left out an important-ingredient during a productiOn

change, the FDA hanily could impose expensive4Precautionary and reporting

rules on that factory while.leaving itscolpetitors exempt from those extra .

costs, even if the latter had enjoyed a spot ess quality control record;

the new regulations were made applicable to All. In educational regulation,

the functional equivalent to that "competitive evert- handedness" is the
1110
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government's obligation to accord political "equal reatment" to politIcal

*43

sub-units. Thus to impose affirmative bilingual,instruction,requirements

or the offending Texas.schools and not on othb-P-school districts, even
9

those with a good record, would be politically dangerous.

Another reason for uniform treatment, however overinclusive, in

business ,regulation is thegibminance of the theory that businesses are all

intrinsically profithungry bad apples. None can be trusted; they all must

1e "on probation." What of school districts, however? Do regulators assume

they too are amoral economic calculators, lOoking to avoid the spirit of the

law if at all possible? Many laws d seem to be based on that assumption.
* +

To some regulatory Officials and many advocacy groups, local schdbl boards

are dominated, in Martin Shapiro's phrase, by "bad, white middleiclass Babbitts,"
311

philosophically resistant to legally mandated affirmative'action.for racial
11'

and ethnic minorities, as evidenced, it might be argued, by their past failures

to provide equal education. From'this perspective, Strict and detailed
4

accountability rules, uniformily enforced--rather than reliince on the un-

documented and unreviewable "professional judgment" of local. administrators - -

seems essential. _But perhaps more important than this "offensive" justification

the desire for more control--is a "de sive one; the desire_of politicians

and enforcement officials to prote themselves from charges of waste and

A
ineptitude. Most education regulations are tiedto funding prograMs, and

the bete noire of all funding agencies is misapplipation of funds by their

clients. To funding agencies, a scandal involving waste or misuse of funds is

the analogue of a death-dealing physical catastrophe for.a safety-regulating

agency--it is the type of error it can be most severely blamed and punished for.\\J

Because so many school districts are financially hard-pressed (like the cash-

ZLi
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short and marginally profitable businesses that tend to be the worst apples

in health and _safety regulation), and because early Title I (aid for

economically disadvantaged students) aiministtation turned up a large ,

number of instances of misuse of funds, education enforcement laws and .111,s

regulations enacted are all7the-more inclined to-te:eat all districts

as potential offenders, elaborating fund - allocating and accountability rules

,P.27
In ever-tightening detalk

Yet another ingredient in the exfoliation of formal legate is

mdstrust by pro-regulation`'` advotates and lgw-Aakers of the enforcement bureau-
,

cracy itself,. based on the 'theory that regulaio will be captured by the

regulated, especially if they share a common professional training, as in

the case of educators. As in business regulation, the presumed antidot

is t emnawer beneficiary groups to sue both regulators and the fSgUlted'
.

for fdiItre.to!imploment statutes- and regulations strictly,
*
And in fact,

s.

0

'Under federal law providing aidto 'etardekand other developmbntaily
disabled students, recipient,Stat eseablish independent advocacy
organizations, empowered to sue rviisvproliidertfor n ncompliance with
applicable laws and regulations.

6-

Federal civil rights statutes encodr correct` violations by
school districts and inaction by law enforceVentLo ficials by allowing
winning parties to collect their counsel fees fr4n tly defendentaggncy.
The Office'of Civil Rights In Htii was in fact the bject of fepeated,
successful suits by minority group organizat4One concerning inadequate
enforement, and was -subjected to court o rd requi env prompt,
and thorough response to complaints. t.

VD.

11,
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advocacy groUps often have sou stag and federal administrators, demanding

closer monitoring of and tougher enforcement agairpt local districts.

Once in court, the spirit of legalismthe-judgment of human behavior wholly

in terms of written rules and regulations7-flourishes, at least in the hands

of many judges. Enforcement officials may.ulose" the case- -and hence lose'

face--for failure to require strict adherence to each specific regulatory
k

provision, regardless of the educational importance of the provision or the

seriousness of theomission.. The specification of the law in each particular

court case, moreover, acquiree'the status of a precedent, requiring admini-,

strators to apply the same definitions and compliance steps in their dealings

with all school districts. For example, in Nicholson v.'Pittenger, a 1973.

decision by a federal district court,
28

Pennsylvania, state school administra-

tors were held to have violated federal regulations requiring full "comparability"

in educational services as between schools that receiVeTitirt aid

and the "richer" schools that do not. The court's opinion does not4
discuss the extent.of the disparities, the problems of preventing t

or their importance in educational, terms (perhapis-btause nobody knows

*The "comparability" concept stems frogiT tle I provisions designed to ensure
that/federal monies are used only "to su.plement, not )upplant" pre-existing
services and that students in the program are `receiving educational services
comparable to tho'se being offered students in better-off districts. (It is

not hard to imagine the coltlexity of the effort that would be required to
demonstrate such "corparability", if the standard were taken truly seriously).

51t
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their importance) . The court-ordered remedy, moreover, was to can for

more documentation and formal rationalization. The state, the ipourt ob-

served critically, "approved Title I applications which do not state on a

program by program basis the degree of change expected by the end of the

school year " if insisting on such-predictions would have been

importat-- ocal school districwere ordered to report in more detail

job descriptions for personnel in all schools, lists of programs offered,

and so forth,'so that ucomparabilityll could be assessed more precisely

and quantitatively, and they were ordered to step up their efforts in

requiring testing and evaluation.

Literal Compliance and Its Consequences

The proliferation of detailed accountability rules might not be

problematic if theAulations were only sporadically enforced or enforced

in a selective, flexibleynner. The few studies that exist, however,

Jr-
indicate that enforcement of edueation laws, whatever its weaknesses, is

sufficient to produce a considerable amount of literal compliance and a

considerpblq amount of unreasonab ss. The precise amount, to be sure,

is hard to estimate orlIcOmpare to business regulation, but it is the dyna-

Mics of the enforcement process that leads to Unreasonableness that concerns

'us here.

Despite the understaffing of enforcement agencies and the absence

in major education laws of graduated and easily-employed legal sanctions

such as fines or summary corrective orders), federal enforcement officials

are not toothless. Their - visits, even if not frequent, are not entirely

A.
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predictable and are viewed by local school administrators with some concern,.

Like enforcement officials in many business regulatory programs, federal

auditors have found that their chief sanctions are not formal but informal--

the ability to harrass nonemploying entities with more intensive scrutiny,

--or the capacity to subject them to adverse publicity. Burnes reports,,

for example, that local districts worry about showing a, good compliance

record to federal auditors primarily because of the "tedious, time-consuming

and expensive" experiency of being.subjected to "audit exceptions,"

school superintendents and board members also worry about the political

embarrassment of having such exceptiOns reported in the press as failures

to comply with federal laws designed to help the disadvantaged, raising

29
the possibility of losing $xixxx in federal aid.' amilarly, in a RAND

study copducted for HEW, Paul Hill found that violations mean the district

can be singled out for more intensive audits in the future, which constitutes

a real sanation'in itself; that federal auditors readily resort to open

criticism of noncompliant individual administrators and districts; that

"federal charges of mismanagement are faithfully, reported by local newspapers;"

- IL
and that /ocal superintendents fear this sanction.30 Yet audit exceptions

are also difficult to avoid, because as Hill points:2#

"The rules governing Title I now
- resemble a complex code of statutory law,

and like, a code of law they lace a heavy
burden on the user to find he relevant
provisions and decide what all of them
mean in combination. Loc program

4

administrato
but educator
nor the inclin

who are n
have neith
on for

As a result) they are se
whether their entire pro
compliance or not."

of lawyers
r the time
ch analysis.
om sure
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In consequence, there are real incentives for lodal school'administrators--

never known for their'boldness--tostick to the regulations as literally

,- as they can in order to minimize risk and uncertainty.

Of course, it is not difficult for, experienced enforcement officialS

or civil rights lawyers to point to instances in which local administrators

have flagrantly violated applicable regulations or even evaded court orders.

Some districts are "bad apples", at least on some issues,. and many districts,

like business firms, will invest considerable energy in resisting regulatory

requirements that they think unreasonable or counterproductive on grounds

of principle. But few districts can .afford to be bad apples on moat issues,

with the attendant risk of bad publicity and expensive lawsuits. Enforcekent

officials in most business regulAory agencies acknowledge that their programs

would collapse withou the general commitment of most firms to "voluntary

41

.-.._

compliance" with mo regulations once they are on the books, an attitude

IIthat stems mostly rOm an aversion (for business reasons) to being publicly

_

Similarly, commenting on studies of the implementation of PL94-142,
- Christine Hassell observed that deviating from federal or state regull-,
tions."are a source of fear and uncertainty to those at the local level
whd are working in new roles and areas of responsibility...Under these
conditions, even professionals...will
ing their own discretion." Christine
Institute for Research on Educational
University, IFG Policy Notes, Winter

4.7

adhere to rules rather than follow-
Hassell, "Learning vs. The Law",
Finance and Governance, Stanford
1981.

10.
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labeled a "corporate law-breaker," but partly from the commitment of

most executives to being."law-abiding citizens," to contestioregulations

they may dislike through lawful'political or dicial channels.* A

large proportion of school administrators almost surel.ysharethis attitude.

Even more than business .executives,
one would expect them to be commit-

ted to compliance with law and bu reaucratic regularity. Those I have

spoken with seemed preoccupied with figuring out what the regulations

feally required of them; it hadn't really occurred to them to spend much

thought and energy challenging the reaspliableness of the regulations.

I

Thus Stearns et al found generally widespread compliance with the forms and

procedures required by FL A1 -142, despite 'complaints about their Unreason-
,

ableness,31 and more recent studies show a reasonably high level of:compli-

ce with the cotplicated reporting and aid- targeting regulations under

Title I programs for disadvantaged students.32

7

Of course,'even if most managers have this attitude with respect to most
regulations, that still leaves room for a large number- -it absoluteterms--
of wilful corporate regulatory violations. To recognize those violations,
however, does not undercut the general point about the high proportion of
law-abidingness with resp*t to most regulations.

09
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It is not clear to what extent federal (or state) enforcement officials

interpret and enforce the detailed education regulations in a literal,
;

legalistic manner. Some officials undoubtedly adopt a somewhat flexible

enforcement style with respect to some regtqations.* But there are also

0
indications that many do. not, and given the powerful incentives for enforce-

.

ment officials to protect themselves against charges of ineptitude, it

would be surprising if(1egalistic enforcement were not widespread.

As in the case of many business regulatory agencies, strict enforcement

is a "safer" posture. After.all, instances of "lax enforcement" easily

can be brought to light by a second audit conducted by another agency,

or by a lawsuit brought by advocacy groups, or via public charges- by almost

anyone that the agency is disregarding the rights of the disadvantaged.

Consider, for example, the comments of an official in the California regional

office of the Office of Civil Rights, responsible for enforcing laws preventing

discrimination against the handicapped. y(iced by a researcher if regulatory

requirements ever were adjusted to different conditions, capabilities or

Pattributes of different schools or districts, he replied, "There better not be.

If I find out about it, those EDSs [Equal Opportunity Specialists] will hear

4

*During the early 1970s, for example, Office of Education officials were
reluctant to enforce Title I requirements that federal funds be used to
"supplement, not supplant" local spending. See U.S. National Institute
of Education, Administration of Compensatory Education (Washington: U.S.
Department 'of Health, Educational and Welfare, 1977) pp. 40-44.

Jv
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from me.". And again,, "We're here to enforce the laws...If you're gUilty,

--oUlre guilty. T14re are necextenuating circumstances." chile this might

.

appear to be defensive hyperbole, compliance officers and special education

teachers from Berkeley, California (adistrict with an active and committed

special education program)_, view OCR enforcement officials in terms remark-
,

ably similar to the way corporate safet,y-specialists talk about OSRA or

businessmen in Janesville, Wisconsin tel..: about inspectors from other

agencies. .They complain that OCR officials, could, but don't,

4.

111

"act as colleagues with the Districts in implementing the
legislation. I don't'mean that they should be soft but
they could help us to implement."

Another said*

"14

"From my experience they are apolice agency. They appear
to operate without a sensitivity to the global problems of
the tschool districtl. There is no consideration for the
whole gestalt....They don't appear to deal with the real
issue- -the child. Not one has asked about where the
child is today. They deal only from the....bureaucratic
point of view".

"They're not cooperative with us. They're like the police
showing up. It doesn't' have to be that way. We want to do
what'bright. We're committed to providing education to all
kids in the district."
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Of course, if one belieVes that the District is a "bad apple," that its

version of "education for all kids" in fact gives short shrift to the

handicapped-- as may be the case in some districts whose officials.make

such statements--then the OCR's stance may be justified. But failure to

make such distinctions, or even to try, is the essence of legalism.

As in business regulation, legalistic enforcement of detailed

accountability schemes (or school administrators' belief in the necessity
,

for strict compliance) leads to a considerable amount of nonproductive

effort, diverting those local educators who are in fact dedicated to the

statutory goals from important tasks to low-priority "compliance"

activities. A1977 National Institute of Education study, based on a survey

of State Title I directors, concluded that the extensive regulations dealing

with -planning and delivery of educational services lestablish a complex

process of instructional planning that is not demonstrably cojected to....

the quality of instructional services."33Weatherly and Lipsky studied the

implementation of a Massachusetts law that, like PL 9u -1142,'requires

schomis.'`prepare an individualized plan for each student, ,includink

mandatory- conferences,. meetings with parents, written justifications, and

so forth in every case. Special education teachers and administrators

seemed,to take the purposes of the law very seriously, said Weatherly

and Lipsky, spite weak monitoring efforts by the state. But they

5

'r
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pegarded the legally prescribed steps to be a substantively meaningless

"bureaucratic hurdle to be gotten over as quickly as possible" 41 a

majority of cases.
34

The administrators differentiated these "routine

cases" from those that they in fact regarded as problematic, in which

"there was some disagreement among school personnel regarding the assessment

or educational plan, considerable expense...[Oil troublesome parents...."'_

. &

The difficult cases were thought to be only 15-25% of cases in two districts,6

perhaps 50% in a third district where parents seemed to be more demanding.

at any rate, the prescribed set of procedures in all cases seemed vastly

ov4rinFlusive and costly to the professionals on the scene.

One consequence of such overinclusive requirements is the demoralizing

experience of wasted time and effort. Stearns et al, in their study of

the impact of ?I, 94-142, found "It was an exception, rather than a rule,

for service givers to make significant use of the IEP documents that had

been developed" even though formulating them "consumed more time for staff

35
than any other procedure we observed." Teachers reportedly make little use

of the exfpensivercomplicated tests results required by Title I regulations,

partly, perhaps, because the tests are often methodologically flawed;

teachers regard them simply as-formalities required to retain Title I funding.

More importantly, compliance with procedural requirements can displace

activities that teachers and other service providers regard as more important'

or educationally valid, just as industrial safety engineers complain about

the way in which OSHA inspections them from higher,priority safety

goals. Thus a school psychologist complained to researcher's, "I used

to spend half of my time testing and the other half in %classrooms working

36
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with teachers and kids. Now, with FL 94-142-requirements, I spend close
37

to 9b% of mytime doing assessments.". And the school districts, Stearns

et al note, spend more effort negotiating with highly-educated parents

' over whether the'public school should pay for specialized private services

than on the,proper-classification of the disadvantaged children who

presumably were,to.be the primary' beneficiaries of.a more finely-individualed

and participatory pupil&assignment process.
38

When a school districts efforts are diverted toward ensuring compliance

with regulations, or being able to prove it is in compliance, it may even

have to forego more imaginative, but harder to document, instruction

techniques. With respect to enforcement of Title I compensatory education ,

regulations, Burnes states:

Because many local districts have historically found it
easier to document that services are supplementary (to
regular non-Title I program:0 when the children .are. in
a "pulled out" class1 most districts...do ,013.11 children
out of the regular classroom to receive Title I services,
even though few research data suggest this is a more
effective teaching strategy. 39,

Arthur Wise argues that pervasive requirements of evaluation by testing

induce some educators to focus on tHoie educational goals (such as inculcation

40
of certain reading and math skills) that can be easily measured. For teachers

who see their role as broader -- stimulating creativity, transmitting a cultural

heritage and modes of thought, teaching oral skills, etc.--a focus on

R

meeting testable objectives seems in no small;aegree to trivialize educa-

tion and divert them from more important objedtives. Npt surnrisingly,

resentment follows. There are reports that teachers cynically attempt to

manipul e test scores (depressing them in the fall,'boosting them in the

spring) to avoid bureaucratic hassles, but also, I suspect, because they

feel no compunction about sabotaging a prescribed procedure they belieVe

is not edudationally very valuable.
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Another response to documentation requirements is demoralization.

Like the nurses referred to earlier, teacher are dedicated to doing good

deeds rather than justifying them in writing. "I was hired as a teacher,
- 41

not a record keeper," one special education teacher complained to researchers,

and at least some special-educationteachers have abandoned the field or

requested different assignments because they hate having to spend so much

time on defensive paperwork and conferences rather than teaching.

Legalistic procedures can also lead to."overcompliance", that is,

measures school'districts that are required neither by the letter or

spiritof thep.aw but that will help keep the district out of legal

trouble with auditors, parents and advocacy grpups. The prevalent but

educationally questionable "pulling out" process, where students receiving

Title I aid are removed from their regular classroom fo; special classes,

is one example. In a, study of the implementation of ?I, 94-142, some school

districts were found to have "given in" to questionable demands of aggressive

parents Of handicapped children for special services because the administra-

tors wished to avoid due process hearings and appeals; those legal Proceedings,

adMinistrators noted, often draw media attention and make both the

Strators and the district "look 1;ad",. 42Conversely, fearsf legalistic

enforcement can lead to defensiveness and resistance. The fear of lawsuits

and claims to expensive private services for handicapped children, one

study indicates, has led in some districts to protective, defensive strategies

bY*administrators in their relationships with parents - -'reluctance, for

example, to tell parents that their child needs,a service presently-

unavailable in the public schools, but that would be available privately

C.

6
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at the district's expense, under PL 94-142. Charles Benson noted that

V
some local educational authorities are returning federal vocational moneys

to the state office, rather than comply with the-detailed planning,

44

reoofting, and follow-up requirements.
I

School districts do not seem to-,have resorted to the increased legal

4
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contestation and appeals that have marked the business, response to legalistic,

regulation. Perhaps this is because there is in fact less unreasonable-
,

ness and less resentment. But it also nay stem from reluctance to do legal

battle with a federal agency on which the local districtis dependent for

funding, along with different attitudes (among schools as .compared with

businessmen) about the propriety of fighting. to retain au;phomy from govern-

.

ment bureaucrats, and there certainly has been enough resentment to stimulate

a significant golitical counterattack, as reflected in the Reagan adMinistra-

tionli proposals to eliminate regulation of schools by consolidating categorical

grant programs into unrestricted bloc educational grants to the states.

Thus as in the case of business regulation, the bitterest fruit of legalistic

regulation has been an undiscriminating "deregulation" movement that threatens

to undermine the positive contributions of thlj rograms.

Possibilities and Limits o Flexible Enforcement

t)with respect to business regulation, was suggested that a strategy

of flexible enforcement could be not Only more reasonable than legalistic

enforcement but also more effective, in that it could lead to more coopera-

tion and more imaginative approaches to the achievement of regulatory goals.
. . .

The assumptions that underlie that suggestion would also seem.to be appli-

cable to the enforcement of schoOlregulagons.
IP

ti
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One assumption, for example) is that while explicit legal mandates

and some threat of enforcement is necessary, most regulated entities are

res Dnsive to informal regulitory instructions, or at least those that appear

reasonable under the circumstances; without having to be hit with severe

and automatic sanctions for all violations. Thus Weatherly and Lipsky,

as noted earlier, found Massachusetts schiols committed to compliance

with the goals of special education statutes despite the absence of frequent

monitoring by state officials, partly due to beliefj.n the legitimacy of

the law and its goals, partly because of pressure from parent groups.

And when such attitudes exist in the schools, strict enforcement of

deitailed accountability regulations may do'more harm than good.

Perhaps the most important achievement of tougher business regula-

tion has been stimulating corporations to hire in-:house professionally-trained

technical experts (safety, quality control,,environmental engineers, etc.)

who share with enforcement officials the general values and goals of the

regulatory program (often having been recruited from government agencies),

who` manage ShadoW inspectorates Inside corporations, and who become advo-

cates for regulatory goals in internal struggles over resources. Similarly,

'aul Hill points out that local school officials appointed as "compliance

officers" and told to muter the detailed federal regulations on expenditure of

)

special education grants remain lodal employees,

.

'
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but their special expertise--and thus their professional
standing--is based on the...programs they manage.
These officials constitute a)pecial interest group
within the...education agencies that employ, them.
Within some limits, the federal government can
rely on them. to take autonomous action in behalf
of compliance with the intent of fedeFal programs.
(emphasis added).

(I underline the word "intent] to emphasize the diAinction between 'overall

goals and the specific mechanisms suggested in the regulations.

Of course, the threat of enforcement has been crucial in creating the

in-house comoliance staff and in giving them a measure of "clout ".

Moreover, the existence of some specific regulations is important in this

regard, because, as Berman and McLaughlin obakerve, the categorical nature

of Title I regulations helps local special education s ecialists mobilize

support for their programs vis-a-vis other budget items
4(just-as

engineers cite FDA regulations when dunning*managemehtsfor funds,

for 'projects the engineers think important). For this reason, replacing

categorical grant regulations with unrestricted bloc grants might severely

undermine the position of special education specialists at the local level,
f

dlthOugh this is far from certain., Flexible4regulation on the' other hand,,

would suggest retention of the legal power provided by categorical regula-

tions, but Would use it selectively or sparingly. The.idea of flexible

regulation 'calls upon enforcement officials to regard local special

education spechmlists as allies and expert informants, to omit punishment

*of (or-adversepallilipity for) formal violations that local officials can

-14A

of
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show are not serious, and to direct governmental pressure toward problems

the local specialists regard as important.

As in the enforcement of busine'ss regulations, flexible enforcement

would require enforcement officials (and perh2ps judges, as well) to be

alert to the reasons for a school distriptts failure to comply with regula- '11

tions. If some Title I violations represent wholly unjustifiable attempts

to divert federal funds for'general educational purposes, other/violations,
a

a study by Berman and McLaughlin points out represent not attempts to evade

the general purnoses of the-19y but attempts to
1

achieve them in ways that

local educators believe to be fair and appropriate--even if not in accordance

with the regulation drafted in Washington. Berman and McLaughlin' conclude:

Our research indicates that effective educational
change requires adaptation oriaidelines....to local
conditions. Oddly enough, such adaptations are some-
times thought of as deviations. We would hope that
federal policy would encourage these largely healthy
deviations.47 e

Moreover, as 'the business regulation experience indicates, when officials

criticize'or penalize any and all departures from the regulations, without

acknowledging that the goad faith judgments of profesSion2ls in the
-y

particular setting night be more important than the steps required'by

Noncompliance with Title I regulations, for example, is undoubtedly- of
varying degrees of seriousness. It`ls wholly indefensible to spend compen-
satory funds on audiovisual aids for the auditorium, on salaries for football
coaches, or on band uniforms. It is less reprehensible, however, when funds
are spent o4 new educational programs that are notwperfectly targeted toward
only the most disadvantaged students as required by the dictates of federal
"concentratiod" regulations. And it is still less serious when funds are
spent on plausible compensatory education classes but without meeting
regulations stipulating clear articulation of objectives and frequent and
"scientific" evaluation of results.
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(
the rule-book, the- incur resentment and run a serious risk of destroying

r,

the coonerative imnulse so necessary to the achievement of statutory goals.

Many corporate regulatory violations, as noted earlier, are due not

to calculated evasion but to some sort, of "organizational" failure--weak-

nesses in supervision, gradual deterioration of safety and maintenance

,routines, failUres to follow up on or detect sources of harm--all contrary

4
to the official corporate policy. This suggested regulatory strategies

aimed primarily at building regulated firms, capacity to comply.

Similarly, Berman and McLaughlin imply that the main reason most local

districts fail to meet Title I objectives is not calculated evasion but

a sort of organizational incompetence. This might include indecision

about what will wolit, getting overwhelmed by regulatory deadlines and

. .administrative difficulties, and letting Title I planning demands slide

in the face '-c-f)he many other problems, demands, and crises faced by urban

schools. From s standpoint, as Richard Elmore argues, enforcement

officials would be better advised to conceive of their jobs in terms of

CO ation or "helping " -- providing information $ organizational analysis

48
and instructional advice rather than enforcing- rules. Berman and McLaughlin

say, "School districts generally do want. outside help but do not want this

assistance to be highly prescriptive and inflexible." What they need is

(

assistance in changing organizational arrangements and attitudes that

.

would expand local definitions of educational responsibility in accordance

49 .

with regulatory ourposes. The uspE does now send "management t ams" to

(

. .

(

41,
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the states not only to addresS compliance issues but also to "concern

themselves with the'management capacity" of the,state ageribkes "to

promote more effective prograMs." But assistance from both federal and

state officials "seems to be addressed primarily to showing (local district)

officials how to run compliant programS," not "to helping...(them) provide
N

more effective programs."
5 0

The capacity- building strategy was illustrated by Judge ,.-2einsteiate

51
decision in Lora v. Bt. of Education of New York. The judge found the City

had violated the Civil 'sights A.ct and federal education regulations by

referring disproportionate numbers of minority children to special schools

for emotionally disturbed and disruptive students. Btt he recognized

that the "racial imbalance" toroblemwasca difficult one, largely because

white parents tended to send their children to priVate schools when the

district sought to refer them do special schools. And he recognized

that the City had not been violating the law deliberately or acting in bad

faiths-having set alp pertain due process mechanisms. The judge thuS-
.

rejected the plaintiffs' deMands for more explicit rules to govern

classification and referral of students, saying "Court's are not in a posi-
.

tion to lead the most advanced of the educators...in enforcing nonexistent

standards." Aad the remedies Judge Weinstein called for were essentially

educational, e.g., he ordered school administrators to inform all teachers

0

co.
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in the system of the court's concern about possible bias in decision-ma,cing,

to give relevant referral committees special training to avoiding racial

or cultural bias in evaluation, to provide clearer (and fewer) notice forms

for Parents -and,provide an advocate for childred considered for referral,

and to increase minority representation on decision-making staffs. One

could imagine regulatory enforcement officiAls, too, using their legal

power with respect to vi ations not to impose penalties, or,cite,audit

exceptions but "plea bargains!! whereby the district. agrees to

undertake "capacity - building" reforms opposed to more faithful and
7\"""4.

detailed adh ence to the testing end-documentation regulktions).

In business regulation, as discussed earlier, movement toward flexible

enforcement, however desirable, is politically and bureaucratically diffi-

cult. The inevitable recurrence of catastrophic accidelis and discovery of

.,new environmental contaminants lead to a recurrent escalation of legal rules,

and the threat of such occurrences, combined with the technical difficulty

Of assessing risks, makes it hard for enforc ent officials to be sure, it

#

is safe for a firm to substitute its own control method for the one

).
srecified in the rules. Informal negotiation with business over legal

obligations, moreover,alway0 carries the risk of criticism for "selling_

out," being captured or corrupted. Legalistic enforceMont is safer.

Do those same factors militate against flexible enforcement in the

educational area? In some ways, the conditions for flexible enforcement

are more hopeful. The business regulation agencies that have moved toward

flexible regulation tend to Specialize in a particUlar industry or b. limited'
11,

set of technologies, such as truck safety regulators and some (not all)

$



-SPecialized FD!..unit:i. OSHA inspectors Who go from industry to industry
t

are leash capable of making subtle .distinctions, analyzing 44messes,

'seeing through weak excusesi or offering constructive sdggestions. On that

continuum, education law enfordement officials, are relatively specialized.

. .

'.:ith proper training and indoctrination in a Less legalistic conception of
s. .

, -

enforcement,
1

they Perhaps could learn to be more selective in enforcement,
0

and more helpful to local'schools.

On. the other hand, school regulators deal with an uncertain technology.

Since rp/one 'mows for sure whatmioulid be a good compensatory or. bilingual

education.strategy, and views on the subject differ (sometimes violently),,

it may be herd for the Office of Civil. Rights official to decide whether a

deviation from a 7rogram-related regulation is serious or not, or whether.

-a failure to document adequately a referral, .of a handicapped child covers

up a failure to thini,. about.the case honestly and carefully. Here, too ma..

insistence on following the rules kes'a far simpler choice for the bureaucrat.

Similarly, it is hard for enforcement official' to make .the value e

judgments imp icit in many decisiohs concerning nonliteral compliance.
4

Karr- controversies arising under 14.-1142, at noted earlier, while "legally'"

about the "appropriate education" due a handicapped student, are also abkt

whether the school must pay for privately provided special education services,'

' and hence are about.reptistributing scarce, educational resources to a special

aA

few., A.schoolls refusal to make the referral at bottom may be based on an

imr icit cost-benefit argument-7the added, benefits for the secial student
. -- . ,

.(esp cially because it sets a precedent) gre not worth the costs this and.
...,

7
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-similar decisions will impose on other students by diverting resources

from "regular" education. Lacking conceptual tools or hard data to "test'
--

such a cost-benefit analysis, and lacking .any statutory guidance concerning

the maximum a community's education system should be compelled to sacrifice

in order to assist the most unfortunate, it is obviously very hard for an

enforcement official or a judge to evaluate the school's argument.

Moreover, the characterization of the choice in terms of violating or

respecting the legal rights of the handicapped child Mikes anY considera-
,

tion of the issue in cost-benefit or compromise terms legally unorthodox

and, in the views of some advocacy groups, highly illegitimate. Aild such

.advocacy groups, it must be'remembered, are emrawered to take the school

district to court, appeal the decision of a trial judge who seems to be

"wateringdown" the unqualified rights established by statute, or as Jeremy

Rabkin as described,'bring effective lawsuits againstan enforcement agency

that articulates a policy of treating some comrlaints or alleged violations

as lesd worthy of : prompt investigation than-others.-
52

Uniform and literal

applicAtion of the regulations' thus is a legally and politically safer

'course for enforcement officials and judges:

Similarly, there is always the danger that "flexible" enforcement

officials will err, that an independent investigation will reveal serious

misallocation Of funds or a highly - publicized violation of some childrens'

rights, thus embarrassing the enforcement agency's leadership. These "scaValsu

can occur even in a strict regime, of course, but a record of stringent

insistence on accountability requirements at least provides the 4gency

with some defenses: it can place the blame on insufficient appropriations

for enforcement.

a
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At bottoms, the maj r impediment to flexible regulation is a particular

style of legal and admin strative thought that liews rules and rights as

`fixed. to modify them on grounds of the costs of vindicating them is

regarded as essentially illegitimate.- Yet the weight to be given economic

considerations (that is, the distribution or allocation of resources) is _

the central Policy issue in both business and school regulation. Is the

proper goal of air

cleanest or safest

safest environment

pollution control, or worker or product safety, the

environment technologically possible, or is it the

or product possible without engendering adverse effects

in terms of other values (losses in product utility; higher prices, lower

productivity and employment , etc.)? Is the "appropriate education" for

handicapped kids required by FL 94-142 the best imaginable education (or

something approaching it) or the best education possible wit ,out detracting

very much (however mach that is), from education for the others? But once
.

statutes or regulations guarantee mesting "the needs ofrthe child" or legal

rights to an appropriate education (or the right of the worker to a safe

workplace orof a citizen to clean air), the capacity to compromise, to

deal with the issue in terms of "trade-offs,Y is inhibited. Trade-offs

are subject to legal appeals and politifal attack--unless judges and bureau-

i
crats begin to think of rights as nonabsolute, as immlicitly qualified by

pontext and the 15osaible adverse consequences to others of taking them

*Judges ,do so in some other contexts, "such as in "balancing ", approaches
to the interpretation of First Amendment .freedom of speech, whereby,

.
under the "clear and present danger test and its variants, the right
to free speech is qualified in,,circumstances in which it clearly and
inevitably impinges on other governmental and social values, such as
"law and order". 7



In the business regulation sphere, regulatOrs have been provided with

authorit- to thin in trade-off terms at the rule-making level by

recent statutes and -residential orders that require agencies to analyze

the relative costs.and benefits of alternative proposed regulations.

President Carter's Regulatory Paidlysis Review Group and a similar panel
e

established by ?resident Reagan were authorized to review rules proposed

by Executive 3ranch regulatory agencies and to issue public criticism of

those thati)he governmental economists did not think cost-efficient.

It might be useful to subject proposed educational regulations to similar

prior anal:,sed, or to review existing accountability regulations with an

eye to reducing the most extensive reporting and testing requirements,

especially with respect to those districts that do not have a deMonstrated

1 record of bad faith in the implementation of statutory goals. The Analogue

at the enforcement level, to prevent "individual case, unreasonableness"

stemming from legalistic application of generally reasonable but inevitably

overinclusive regulations, would be a legal

66

crate requiring and authorizing

enforcement officials and judges to consider e tions, modifications.

and'variances, without an unreasonably heavy burden of paper justification.

Constructing criteria for such non-uniform treatmentftnd developing

a lega117-defensible rationale for a flexible mode of imrlementing regu-

fationsand broadl:,--stated student rights are important goals for the

remlation of schools and of businesses ali!:a. The alternative, of suggeste

earlier, ma.:-be continuingpolitical backlash and wholesale "deregulation"

that throws out the baby of orogres's along with thebathwater of regulator:.

unreasonableness.

ti
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